
WHAT FACTORS ACCOUNTED FOR THE EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS OF

STARBUCKS

What factors accounted for the extra-ordinary success of Starbucks in the early s? Many factors accounted for the
extra-ordinary success of Starbucks in the .

The brand has a distinct and recognizable voice, and through that syntax it radiates a clear and alluring
identity, as well as a smart understanding of its customers--their values, their lifestyles, their needs. The
Starbucks nearly wanted to be the leading branding company for the coffee all through the world. The
information given showed that at least an average customer spent 18 days per month at Starbucks "Our most
loyal customers visit us as often as 18 times a month, so it could be something as simple as recognizing you
and knowing your drink or customizing your drink just the way you like it. Are you too wrapped up in
"monetizing" your customers, instead of creating a business environment where they don't feel like a spending
gun is always being held to their heads? Based on a customer frequency analysis, Starbucks realized that their
customer satisfaction and loyalty had both decreased. An MBA culture would never allow this -- it would be
busy calculating the pathetic ROI on this customer loitering, analyzing the time value of the real estate,
dividing it by the marginal cost of the coffee, and soon recommending that Starbucks charge by the hour, like
a parking garage. The other training is in customer satisfaction and creating customer intimacy. The other
factor that made the company to be more successful is the way they were selling their coffee to many people
as well as, making the company to be public. Marketing Research showing that existing markets are far from
saturation i. For much time, Starbucks was considered to be a luxury that would never be harmed, but as we
all have seen it, them as well as every other company out there has been hit hard and have had to deprive
themselves from certain luxuries. The company almost never spent money on their advertisements. However,
there was a significant differentiation between Starbucks and the independent specialty coffeehouses.
Subsequently, this would be seeing as an investment instead of an expense that would eventually create a
much larger clientele based. Some customers went to the company since they were much experienced and
many people would getâ€¦. For these customers to be highly satisfied they need to have fast and consistent
service with a friendly staff. This can be from every level: conceptually, product-wise, graphically, from a
personnel perspective. Eventually, the minimum wage partners received benefits such as health insurance.
They create loyalty. The Starbucks business was booming and continued to grow. They are the leading coffee
brand of the world, and has a open target market which allows for a lot of different people to come together.
This option would propose implementing more labor, but testing out the effects in certain urban stores
worldwide. Some customers went to the company since they were much experienced and many people would
get their coffee as well as waiting at the door. A highly satisfied customer would be a returning customer that
will create the revenue per customer that any organization seeks. What mostly pleases the customers are the
quality of the product and the atmosphere. Is it possible for a mega-brand to deliver customer intimacy?
Customer Satisfaction Survey. Imagine if you could become a valued partner outside the narrow niche you
compete in, because your judgment and taste and continued ability to surprise and please were trusted
implicitly. Online Marketing Strategy â€” Social Triggers. The company began serving 20 million diverse
customers in over 5, stores. With that being said, all customers are valuable, but those customers that meet
specific criteria within an organization; such as, placing large orders and or buying products that are at a high
profit margin, these are the customers that are not only profitable but are also the ones that are the highly
satisfied with the product and its brand recognition. Starbucks service has also declined because they listened
to false marketing research. Starbucks Options 1. The customer base also grew in that a larger number of
Hispanic and Cuban- Americans became a customer of Starbucks. The second value proposition was the
service. What was so compelling about the Starbucks value proposition? Describe the ideal Starbucks from a
profitability standpoint. Industry experts and consumer research would have killed the idea before it started.
The third and last value proposition is the atmosphere. No organization is recession proof. Therefore, wait
time is exceedingly important. There is no such thing as an ideal profitability methodology, but if the product
keeps its value and it is able to withhold its product differentiation as well as brand identification, the profit
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margin and its ROI would speak for itself. Whats the goal of this investment? Brand image: sense of
community, everywhere the brand, good coffee on the run, place to meeting and move on, convenience
oriented - on the way to work, accessible and consistent. In today's hyper price-sensitive world, where all of us
are faced with driving down costs every day, it's easy to forget that markets -- if developed properly -- have
more upward elasticity than many give them credit for.


